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Radical Hope in the Holocaust: the Best Tool of Resistance?
Nandita Modhubonti (Sponsor: Dr. Johanna Ray Vollhardt)
Methods

Introduction
Aim
Taking inspiration from Mosley et. al I set out to identify and analyze
expressions of radical hope in the lived experiences of Holocaust survivors
who took part in resistance against the German Reich. Similarly, I aimed to
identify and analyze patterns of radically hopeful behavior and how it relates
to individuals’ propensity to engage in resistance, and to persevere under
conditions of extreme violence and oppression.
When is hope radical?
Hope reflects a belief in the possibility of positive change it and acts as
motivation for people to actively challenge situations by trying to alter them
(Lazarus, 1999). An act of radical hope involves reconceptualizing what it
means to be hopeful, and courageous in the face of extreme adversity. In the
case of the Holocaust, Jewish communities across Europe had to recalibrate
their understanding of what it means to be hopeful. Under peaceful
circumstances, hope is not considered a courageous act, yet when individuals
and groups are persecuted on the basis of their social identity, existence itself
is rendered an act of great fortitude. When your physical and social existence
is criminalized, having a sense of collective efficacy and a persistent will to
live, can and does, constitute a radically hopeful act.

“Before I start to tell you my story, I would like to convey to you a
message. Never say that it is too late. Never say that it is the last road.
Never say that you cannot see the light at the end of the tunnel. Because
we, young men and women, as partisans in the forests for the courageous
battle against enemy for a better day, for a better tomorrow, for a better
future.” Mira Scelubski

Further Research
• The role of community involvement + interpersonal relationships in
fostering a sense of radical hope. In other words, could positive regard
and an influential role in one’s community be a predictor for radically
hopeful behavior?
• What is the relationship between socioeconomic class and radical hope?

Procedure
• The methodology used was content-analysis; where the filter/search
document commands were used to filter testimonies by keywords:
hope, hopeful, hopeless etc.
• I did repeated close-readings of 8 testimonies, and recorded notes
deductively over the course of 10 months. Consequently, a thematic
analysis was conduced to identify statements, events and acts that could
be considered radically hopeful.
Sample
• 8 Holocaust survivors born during the 1920s, 3 women and 5 men
• These 8 testimonies were randomly selected for deeper analysis from
the Shoah Foundation database.
Data
• The testimonies were sourced from USC’s Shoah Foundation Visual
History Archive that allows users to search through and view more than
55,000 video testimonies of survivors and witnesses of genocide.

Findings
INDIVIDUAL AGENCY/SELF-WORTH
Micheline Marmor: “Maritimes, which is the mountain, you know, not
too far from there. And we spent a week vacation there. We deserve it.”
COLLECTIVE EFFICACY
Sol Rosenberg: “I said look, cut that out, one Polack to another Polack.
I'm a Jew and a proud Jew, even though. I'm in a concentration camp
now. One day, gonna be our time too. You bunch of Polacks ought to be
ashamed of yourself, how you collaborated with the Nazis.”
‘IRRATIONAL’ COURAGE
Bernard Godfryd: “Chance to fight back in camp. I thought the guy was
crazy. I thought the guy-- I mean, how could you ever-- how could you
ever even think in terms of starting a conspiracy in the camp where
people are dying left and right? I thought is he-- does he know what he's
talking about? Is he-- has he gone mad or something? I couldn't
understand how all this was possible. Yet, it was possible.

Discussion
In Nazi controlled Europe where mass killings and massacres were the
norm, for the Jewish population, in-group continuity should have
seemed impossible or at least improbable. Under these circumstances it
is next to impossible to imagine a return to the past way of life, or to
imagine a future at all. While coding Holocaust survivor testimonies
over the course of this year it became evident that some semblance of
hope was present in the lives of many Holocaust survivors during
World War II. However, the eight individuals whose testimonies were
analyzed for the purpose of this project, displayed a type of hope that
allowed them to imagine a future that was drastically diﬀerent from
their present reality of persecution and oppression.
This unprecedented or ‘radical’ variant of hope motivated both
collective and individual acts of resistance in all eight survivors to some
degree. There were three main themes that emerged from the analysis
as highlighted in the findings section. Of the three, one theme that was
most consistent across all testimonies was that of ‘irrational’ courage. I
categorize this courage as irrational because it led to the appraisal that
reality granted them agency when it did not. This kind of courage is
irrational insofar it is not grounded in one’s reality but in the rejection
of it; where oppression is consistently identified as humiliation, and thus
resisted.

